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Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission

DAME EDNA SPEAKS

When I was asked to present this paper, I thought that what would be expected

of me would be the compulsory reference to 1984 and George Orwell. Hence Lie title of

my paper H's 1984 : How Do You Feel?' Being a jUdge, one gets used to doing what is

expected. Accordingly, I was all geared up to present 'you with a detailed analysis" of

Orwell's 1984an:l intellectual scrutiny of .Orwell's predictions. as against Australia's

modern realities.

But then,_ a fortr:tight ago, my eyes fell upon the photograph of Dame Edm's

alter-:ego Barry Humphries sitting on Bo~i Beach staring:at the water, declaring himself

to .be 'not unlike Dirk Bogarde in Death in Venice'. You will recall that Humphries has

reached 'the big F, ie his 50th birthday. Out of a feeling of delicacy, he would, not disclose

Dame Edna's age. But in an uncharacteristic moment of acidity, he disclosed that some

early arcl1ive film had been found of Dame Edna Everag~:

It's _classier than _th~ Thorn Birds aOO ,not as boring as 1984 am James Orwell.

Boy, am I fed to death with James OrwelL I

Terrified that you too may be 'fed up to death' with Orwell- - even James

Orwell - aro.,· his predictions, I thought I should confine my remarks to two events of

Decembe~ 19~3. I leave it to you to reach 1984 aOO to make your own. co~lusiolls about

Orwell, his books aOO his predictions. 'The first event is-the tabling in Federal Parliament

on 14 Oeeemqer 1983 of a three-volume 1400 page report of the Australian Law Reform

Commission m priVacy,,: The second event was a s.ymposiutl},,-o.f the Organisation for

Economic Co~peration aoo Development (OECO) on trans border- data flpws. I stteooed

th~ symp05iumin December. I plan to tell you something of the social ani legal issues

that were identified at it.
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PRIVACY REPORT

Beyond computers. The privacy report was itself the veh lele for an interest iog

innovation. The third volume was entirely on microfiche. So far as I know, this is the first

time a Federal statutory authority has presented a statutory report 00 microfiche to the

Federal Parliament in Australia. I all) now lookirig to the day when we will simply deposit·

a ilappy disk or other computerised version of our report, leaVing it to the Federal

politicians, bureaucrats and others to convert the proposals to readable electronic

messages. We .<?_~n laugh at such an idea. But it would certainly be more economic aOO the

forests of .theworld, depleted for an ever-increasirg number qf official reports, would be

saved just in time.

The Law Reform Commission's report on privacy was prepared uooer the

direction of Associate Professor Robert Hayes. .It represents the results ofa seven year

inquiry. According to -Jane Ford, Technology Co"ti-"""espondent of the Australian, we showed

'impeccable timing' in releasing it m the eve of 1984.2 At the risk of incurring the

denunciation of Dame Edna, we adverted to-Orwell aoothe significance of 1984 in t'1e

summary at the front. of the report:

Ever since.G~orge OrWell wrote 1984, that, year has stood as a symbol of the

way in which authoritarian attitudes and intrusive mooem technology cbuld

undermine freedom aiD individual privacy. 1984 might have been a fanb"sy aOO

a parody for Orwell. However, enough reality already exists to constitute a

warning to Australia that carefully designed legal respOnses are need ed.3

Identified in the repoct as the chief threats to privacy·-in modem Australia are:

growing,official powers of intrusion;

new invasive business practices;

new information technology, computerS linked by telecommunications;

new surveillance technology, _te~ephone taps, listening devices and hidden

cameras.

Addressing himself to the problems for privacy beyond computers in Australia, Professor

Hayes said, at the time of the ,W-bUng of the report, that Australians now live in 'glass

houses':
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All Australians, rich or poor, celebrated or notorious, distiItguished or

undistinguished, now live in glass houses. Physical barriers of distance aOO

matter no longer protect us from the spy -or voyeur, or the thief of valuable

information.-Ordinary- Australians are no more insulated by the mundane arrl

repetitious nature of their lives than the rich and powerful arc by sophisticated

counter:-s~ei1lancetechnology. What isooring can become interesting when

massed together in a computer data bank for purposes such as' market research

or direct marketing. With every advance in data security· aOO deb~ging...;.-.
techniques comes a technical change capable of thwarting its fleeting

protection. The law in this area cannot be expected 'tostarrl in the way of

societal change wrought by the new technology ••• But the law can ensure that

technologicalchSnge meets human needs by shaping aOO modifying it so that its

worst features are less destructive and its impact less immedia~e~..That is what

the Privacy report has attempted to do.4

The central recommendation of the Law Reform Commission's' report on privacy was the

proposal to establish a 'privacy watchdog'. But there were many other·-proposals:

enlargement of the Human Rights Com mission to assume new and special

resposibilities:for .privooy protection -as contemplated by the International

Coverent on Civil and Political Rights;

provision of statutory guiding rules for the evaluation of complaints about privacy

invasion;

specific limitations on specially invasive body cavity searches by Federal officials;

new Froeral legislation to control secret surveillance by listening and optical

deVices;

extensim of present legislation to tighten up ~es against telephone ~pping aOO

intrusiom into the,.privacy of the mail.

In developing its proposals, the Australian Law Reform COmmission called attention to

the neOO to:

exparrl the s~gested model so that it will apply in the States, whose laws presently

govem the great part of privacy regulation in Australia;

expard Federal regulation by utilising relevant· Federal hee.ds of constitutional

power such as those which permit laws on barik':ing, insuranc~ corporations and
external aftairs; arrl

develop _Australia's laws in· the context. of international

inCormatim technology aoo Cast-expancling international

informati~s(the linkage of computers am telecommunications).
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The Australian Law Reform Commission's report specifically rejects 'the creation of a

vague and general tort of privacy protection. It also rejects confining privacy protection

to computerised personal information systems. It acknowledges the g~neral desirability of

facilitating the free,flow of information which can sometimes lead to a clash with privacy

interests. It suggests that privacy laws should be developed t~ .supplement (?resent

Australian laws which already partly protect this interest. But it urges early attention to '

its recommendations:

Unle~~.- legislative aoo other actions are taken for the better protection of

.privaC!y, this important attribute of freedom maybe irretrievably lost.

Information privacy. The Commission's report declared that one of the most

important sources of oonger for privacy of the Australian today arose from the

remarkable technolOgy' of informatics. I use that ....'Ord, although I know that it has not yet

gainro universal currency. To refer' to computefS':"is now inadequate, for computers have

been married by telecommunications. To refer to lcomputications' as one French Minister

did, is unacceptable b~ause it "is irretrievably ugly. 'Information technology' is a

mouthful In any case, it will remind most ordinary citizens of propagarrla rnachin~s or

coojure up images of a compositor or a printing press.- I now make" my bid for linfo~matics'.

It is a simply single wO~d increasingly accepted in the DECD. We should get u~ed to it in

Australia. Informatics - the word an:l the phenomenon...;... is here·.to stay.

The features of informatics mentioned. in the privacy report as increasing the

risk to in:lividual privacy include:

the vastly increased amounts of personal information that can now be stored

virtually irrlefinitely;

the enormous increase in the speed ani ease of retrieval of such information now

technologically possible;

the substantial reduction in the cost of h~ling, storing aOO retr ieving such

information which makes it tempting to .keep it just in caSe it may prove usefUl;

the constant establish,ment·, of cross-linkages between information systems

per mitting searching aixl matching of data supplied,fPr numerous purposes;. , .... '~'

the capability of building up a compositive profile, but ale which is no more

accu~ate than the many ~urces of the data-and which -may, in-a.:,"'gregate. distort

aOO misrepresent the data SUbject;

the creation of an "entirely new profession, 'computeriSts', or 'informaticists',

largely lDlrestrained by law an:l unevenly restrained by established professional

codes of conduct;
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the greater ease of accessibility to (?ersonal data, despite ccxles and occasional

encryption, when the technologist is really determined;

the terrlency to centralise control of personal data;

the rapid advance of international telecommunications, diminishing the power of

domestic go...-emments and lawmakers to enforce local perceptions of fairness and

privacy;

The Law Reform Commission's recommendations addres~.}hese i?roblems aoo proDose

adoption of a series of principles by which complaints of pil.vacy-offending conduct can be

evaluated ar:rl dealt with by the Privacy CommissioneI'. In addition, the proposals adopt

the so-called 'golden rule' of privacy protection found.in legislation in Europe and North

America.. This is the righ(of the data sUbject.'normally- to have access to personal data

about himself. It is a right of access which must succumb to exceptiqns in certain

circumstances. The approach taken is:

there shoUld be a right, enforceable,uooer Federal law, by' which the individual will

be entitled, unless excluded by law, to have access to both 'pUblic and private

sector records of personal inform'ation held about himself;

where it ic; fouro that ttfis information, ic; incorreCt, incomplete, out of date or

misleading, procedures' for corr~ction of the record or addition of appropriate

notations should be available;

in addition to this enforceable right, rules are proposed to govem the use,

, disclosurean:l. s_e~ityof personal informatfon. Suspected breach of these rules

can be investigated by the Privacy Commi~ioner aoo be the subject of

ombudsman-like remedies..

The Law Reform Commission's report exparrls aId cl~ifies the right of acce:ss, a1~ady

found in the Federal, Victorian and proposed New· South Wales freedom of inform's.'tion

legisla~ion. It clarifies the right aOO pushes it for the 'first time into ~he private sector in

-the context of Federal regulation of the Australian Capital 'Territory: The ~PQ{"t makes it

plain that the Law: ReforrnCorrimission 'was limited by'the terms of its reference arn the

Australian Constitution from expanding' this central privaCy right 'of~~ess to a much

wider field in, the private sector. It leaves any such expansion of priVaCy I?rotee:tion as a

task for the future.

Privacy principles. It,alsoleaves for the future the question of Whether any of

the othel" information privacy principles -- largely derived from the OEeO Guidelines on

Trans Border Data Flows am the Protection of .?:rivecy -;._~bOUld !)e developed into

enforceable rules ie rules Which, like the right of access, can be dirac-tty', enforced ':Jy the

data subject. For this reason, it is ['erhaps useful to state the 'information privacy
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principles'. They are set out in a schedule annexed to the draft Pr.iVBfJY Bill which is in

tum attaChed to the Law Reform Commission's report. Urrlel' clause 7 of that Bill it is

declared that:

where a person does an act or acts in accordance with a practice that is

contrary to or inconsistent with anything set out in the schedule, the act or

practice shall be taken to be an interference with the privacy of a person•.

These are the i.nf.ormation privacy principles proposed by the Law Reform Commission:

Collection of Personal Information

1. Personal information should not be collected by unfair or' unlawful means, nor

should ~t be collected unnecessarily.

2. A person who collects personal information should take reasonable steps to

ensure that, before he collects it o-t'~"- if that is not practicable, as soon as

practicable after he collects it, the person to whom the information relates (the
trecord-subject').is told-

(a) the purpose for _which the information is being collected (the 'purpose of

collection'), unless that purpose is obvious;

(b) if.the·'~collection of the information is authorised or reqUired by or- urner

law- that the collection of theinfor-mation is ..so _authorised or required;

am
(c) in general terms, of his usual practices with respect to disclosure of

personal information of the kind collected.

3. A person should not' collect personal information that is inaccurate or, having

regard to the purpose of collection, is irr..elevant, out~f-date, incomplete or

excessively personal

Storage of Personal Information

4. A person should take such steps as are,: iri'~he circumstances, reasonable to

ensure that personal informatim, in. his possession or urDer his control is

securely stored am ~ not misused~

... :

Access to Records of Personal Information

5. Where a person has in... his possession or umer his control records of persona.l

information; the recoro-stbject should be entitled to have access to those

records.
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Correction of Personal Information

6. A person who has in his possession or uooer his control records of personlil

information about another person should correct it ,so far as it is inaccurate ai,

haVing regard to the purpose of collection or to a purpose that is incidental to

or connected with that purpose, misleading, out-of-date, incomplete or

irrelevant.

Use of Personal Information

7. Personal information should-not be used except "for a I?urpose to which it is

relevant.

8. Personal information should not be used for a purpose that is not the purpose of

collection or 8. purpose incidental to ,or connected with that purpose unless-

(a) the, record-subjecthas consented to the use;

(b) the person using the information believes on- reasonable grounds t..'lat t'le

use is necessary to prevent Or lessen a serious am imminent three t to the

life or health of record-subject or of some other person; or

(c) the use is required by or urx1er law.

9. A person who uses personal informaticn should take reasonable steps to ensure

that, having "regard to the purpose for which the information is being used, the

informaticx}' 5 accurate, campI"ete and up to date.

Disclosure of Personal Information

10. A person should. not disclose personal information to anotherperson unless-

(a) the record-subject has consente:l to the disclosure;

(b) the person disclosing the information believes on reasonable grouoos that

the disclosure is necessary to prevent or le~en a serious and im minent

threat to the life or health of record-subject or of some other person; Qr

(c) the disclosure is'requiredby or urrler la~. ...::.

The report does not confine itself in its applicatioo to personal information to informatics

personal data. In other words, it is neutral as to the technology by -which the personal

information is kept. 'This conclusion was'reached partly as a result of ~he::'Commission's

terms of reference, partly from considerations of the Australian constii'ution but partly

also from reflection upcn the dangers that can just as readily arise to personal privacy

from an old-fashioned paper ootebook or a manilla folder in the bottom drawer. Strictly

speaking, then, this is not a data protection an:l data security statute, such as has been

enacted in many European cotmtries and proposed in England. The Australian Law Reform
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Commission's proposal addresses generically the problem of privacy protection. It is

neutral as to. the medium used for the abuse of privacy. It is carrlid in its declaration 't'18t

future. legislation, specific to informatics, may be needed. The report frankly

acknowlooges that its proposals can be seen as simply a step at the long path of

protecting social values that are challenged by the new information technology.

Future issues. It is appropriate to refer to the last chapter of the Law Reform

Commission's report which deals with 'The Future':..:.., This discloses remarkable

developments of informatics which threaten still more the 'vanishing veil' of individual

privacy. Among considerations listed in this chapter are:

the possible introduction of cable am s'ubscription television, with the colleC!tion,

for billing purposes, of data on personal viewing habits;

the rapid expa.nsioo of personal computers, with thepurgeming growth of personal

informatioo systems not readily susceptible to regUlation and policing as to their

fair use;

offshore key punching in developing countries to save co~s am to keep procedures

running three shifts a day. Such developments diminish the capacity of domestic

laws to protect aOO regulate effectively the privacy of loC!al citizens;

trans border data flows, with the rapi9ly expa:ndingamounts of personal

information cirCUlating around the world via satellite am otherwise, also diminish

the power of local parliaments to-alone control th~ destiny of their citizens;

the use of satelli~es linked to computers, the SQ-C!alled- 'spy in the sky" reportedly

permits monitodng of international, telecommunications and even activities of

Iumanityon earth.

Clearly these am other technological developments outlined in the LB;w R~rorm

Commission's report present a formidable array of challenges to the preservatioo of

indiy.i~alprivacy in modem Australia.

Tabling tl,e report an:! the harrly 40-page summary prepared for general pUblio

consumption, the Fe::1eral Attorney-General, Senator Gareth Evans QC,_,: ..himself a past

member of the Australian Law Reform Commission, offered hope of early ~tion:

:.--,

."=:;-.

..-.-.:
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It is an extremely thorough an:l thotg'ht-provoking document. It details aoo

analyses threats to privacy raging from the powers of public officials to intrude

into the lives an::l property of the individual to the challenges posed by the new

information technology. The Report presents a balanced ~n(l-nexible approach

to the problems faero in the area of privacy protection in relation to

Commoo wealth activities and in the Territories, especially' the ACT. The·

Commission recognises that, notwithstarrling their importance to the

individuals affected, privacy interests, are oot absolute aOO must be weighEd

aga.~. such competing public aOO private interests as the general desirability

of a fre~ flow of informatico a 00. the" recognition of the right of govemment

an:::l business to achieve their objectives in an- efficient way. The Commission

proposes a flexible mechanism to handle complaints of privacy invasion aoo to

regulate p_r~ctices which have serious privacy implications ••• The govemment

will be .giving serious consideration to the matters raised in the report aOO the

recommendatims of the Commissioil.'-=- I will be bringing the report to the

attention of -responsible Ministers in the States am the Northern Territory am
will be proposing discussions with them on- aspects of the report that are of

mutual concern.

Clearly, the. Law Re~orm -Commission's proposals were- advance:::l in the c-ontext of

limitations imposed on it, that are frankly acknowledged in the -repOC't. These limitations
included: ....

the limited powers of the Federal Parliament under the Australian Constitution,

written long before the: advent of informatics;

the limited terms of reference given to the Law' Reform Commission, which

concentrated primarily m the Federal public see,tor am the-Federal Territories;

the intemationaTcbntext within wh,ich privacy (data-proteclioo aOO data security)

laws are being develope::l to address the internationaftechnology of informs.tics;

the speed with- Which technological innovatiori is: changing the base upon which laws

must operate;

the considerations of costs aril benefits that must be weighed in designing specific

machinery of p-r6-tection, -wh~ther lice'nsing," _,S~g-istration ordepeooence upon "-:

individual citizen initiative.

,-
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The proposals for reform must also be considered against the backdrop of important

Federal legislation and legislative proposals relevant to privacy protection. Important

privacy protective rights, such as the right of access"to information, had already been

granted urrler a number of recent Federal statutes. Current proposals to ·enhance the

powers ,of the-Human Rights Commission am to 'enact a Federal Bill of Rights Act must

also be kept in mind. In tOOay's Australia, the dangers to pdvacy still grise from physical

intrusions, such as the intrusions of pUblic afii cials an:::'! harassment by private

organisations. But more aOO more it is realise::l that the .2.asic mngel's arise from new

information technology --: whether optical devices, 'listening devices, telephonic

interceptions or automated personal data. The fundam'ental q'uestion posed by the Law

Reform Commission's report is whether our soeiety win have the will an:! the means to

respord to these challenges~

OBeD SYMPOSIUM

Sleepers Waking. The present Federal Minister for Science arn Technology,

Barry Jones, is, as every Australian knows;, an ex quiz champion. But he is airo a

ministerial stirrer determined to shake Australia into a 'shock of recognition' of the

impact of scienc~ arn technology at society. You will not have forgotten that in late

September 1983 Mr Jones convened:- a natimal technology conference, dubbed by

journalists 'the Technology Summit'. 140 delegates gathered 'at the canberra Rex Hotel to

hear the Prime Minister, 'Mr R J Hawke, offer a strong commitment to new technology..

Whilst corrlemning Australia's technological development record as 'pathetic', Mr Hawke

pointed to Australia's 'poor record' in product development ant commercialisation. He

maintaine:i that years of protection against imports had 1001100 theenterpreneuria.l spirit'

am reduced competitive pressures in manUfacturing industry:

The record is pathetic. The gap between research and product development

. must be closed. The slow rate of technology transfer into new 'products aOO

processes must be accelerated. We must learn, not only:'how to develop Ule

product but also to focus on what is required to market it. Australia1s research

institutions are too isolated, intellectually and physicallY~" ::from industry;

academia hllS given insufficient attention to possible econom·ic implications of

its research; R.nd industry has not conducted enough of its own in-house research

am development.

At ,.-the close 0(... the conference, Mr Jones took a theme from his recent

best-5€lling book 'Sleepers Wake!' (OUP): __
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Candour com~els me to say that the 'shock of recognition' has oot been as

successful. The sleepers may be waking. But they are still very drowsy. In the

DECO tables, Australia mnks 23rd of 24 nations in the value of

technology-intensive imports over exports, with an imbalance of 9.5:1. This

figure alone suggests the need for ringing a few alarm bells or t...'le c,.ackling of

geese - but the conference· appears to have taken it very calmly.

Coinciding: .with the technology conference came announc~ments of 100%

. taxation conc.~_s.sions to enterprises devoted to 'high technology' in Ausn-alia. The new

policies attract'ed -favourable comment in the media. Typical was- the Australian (17-18

September 1983):

It shollidbe the first of many steps to link government encouragement with

private.eIrleavoUl" ro that this country will be able to take full advantage of the

age of digital culture whose day has no'w come.

Recent statements made by the Prime Minister during his Asian yisit indicate the growing

realisation, at the top level, .of the need to Shift Australian towards its informatics future.

According ~·.the 1981 Astec pUblicaticn on 'micro-electronics in Australia5:

Astec has e~timated~future Australian demand for micro-electronic devices to

be worth some $300000 000 annually by the late 19805. Current Australian

productim is estimated to be worth about $4 OOO-OOO~ 'Unless significant

increases in AU5traJian production are generated, the majority of this future

demand will have to be met by impOl"ts. Australian productioo of

micro-electronic devices is almost entirely for specialised uses such as medical
, -

electronic -devices, alarm systems and communications equipment ••• Apar't

from research undertaken by the two main pr:oducefs, micro-electronics reseach

in Australia is limite:) to a few tertiary instJttitions, to a small group in csmo,
aIXJ, to a very limited. degree,. ,:t.o- other' govemment agencies. Tn these

establishments .. capacity is· fOl" limited decisic:n and/orfabrication at the ..

labo.fatory ~ca.le orl'ly am 'rn government agelJGi~s, apart 'from (Smo, is mainlY:·-·~

to maintain an- awareness of the technology. Present -govemment sl{)port for

the micro-electron-ics:Jndustry has been limited to lJontract arrangements, a

small degree of investment, and policies such o.~ preference to Australian

manufacturers in government purchases, tariffs ani imports aIrl offsets.
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As a result very largely of the indefatigable urgings of Mr Barry Jones, the csmo (of

which I am an Executive 1\1embE;!r) is now planning important new initiatives in the fieldef

informatics., But much more will be needed if our country is to re~pond to the informatics

destiny aoo if the sleepers are to wake.

Trans border law. At the international level, consideration of some of the

economic, technological aOO socia-legal issues of informatics were addressed at the

symposium of the OEeD on trans border data flows held in .:Q.€cember. One of the keynote

speakers was the United Kingdom Minister for Science BDfTechnology,Mr Kenneth Baker

MP._ I was also asked to deliver one of the opening addresses.-Inmy s~ech, I outlined a

number of problems which are now posed for domestic laws by advances'ofTBDF:

the need for new laws on computer crime to cover incidents involving. simultaneous

manipUlation of data in numerous jurisdictions;

the need for new laws on vulnerability of society in the event of terrorism,

indlstrial action or breakdown of compu ters;

the advance of laws on privacy am freedom of information (see previous item);

the.: development of copyright aoo contract la.w to take into accolHlt computer

transactions;

the need for international computer insurance am laws to match;

the need for new rules on conflicts of laws to determine the legal regime to apply

to transactions having instantaneous connection with multiple jurisdictions through

interacting com{Xl.ters;

the provision of new laws for the admission of evidence in courts on a reciprocal

basis where the evidence is produced by computer or even generated by computer.

Much of my intervention was designed to urge attention to these issues at an intemat:~onal

. level. I cited three reaons for greater international co-operation in this area of lawmaking

than·Ii~·generallybeen the case in municipal law to date:

the great complexity of the problems posed;

the interaction of technology making purely domestic la\'.ls ::'iheHective or

inefficient; and

the demonstrated value of international initiatives, such as those of the DECO

guidelines on privacy which ·were adopted by the" Australian Law Reform

Commission in the development of its proposals for privacy protection•
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The problems I have mentiooed are just n few of those which will have to be considered by

our society and its lawmakers in the years ahead. A fundamental question is posed ~y the

advance of so many new problems coming upon our society aro its legislators so quic:dy.

This is whether QUI." democratic parliamentary institutions can keep pace with the needs

for appropriate regulaticn.

At the London symposium, there were at least a few businessmen who spoke.

They urge:l the lawyers to keep out of things. They were very fearful of new laws. They

were afraidor.'.restrictions' that would be imposed by the law. Yet, Virtually in the same

breath, they called- for 'rules of the road' or 'regUlations!. 'Regulations' are 'rules of the

road I Which we like. !Restrictions' -are 'rules of' the l"oad' which prevent us earn ing an

honest buck! The need for rules of the road is demonstrated clearly all l.'le time. The

current litigation between Wombat am Apple (not yet completed) indicates the problem

of seekiI;lg to -apply l~gislation (in this case the copyright -statute) to new circumstances

which were simply not envisaged at the time til·; legislation was originally drafted. Laws

will be needed. 'The basic question is whether we in Australia can develop tJle institutions

to deliver the legal goods.

CONCLUSIONS

This is a sobering review. I have mentiq,ned the Lsw- Reform Commission's

major report on privacY. I have~ referred to the ~atai~ue of legal questions prese·~ted by·

trans border data flows. I have called to attention the SOlTY record of Australia in

research ard development affecting information technology, so vital to our future.

Haf?pily our politica11eade~s, :ar'e at last seeing more clearly this importance. It is to be

hoped that their perception will be shared and---will be evidenced by appropriate

government policies an::l private, initiatives.. EverythiI;Ig is happening so fast that it is

difficult for the human min::l to keep pace. That is the ultimate danger to our institutions.

Perhaps the developments of artificial intelligence which are now proceedin~ so

vigorously, particularly in Japan, will come to oUr aid. But that, aoo its social

implications, are the subject of another paper arrl'- another time - perhaps another

opportW'lity to vi<;it Renmark•..
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